Ideas to continue your childs learning while at home during
Lockdown – Bubble 1—week 2

Living in a Winter Wonderland
Following all the recent snow the children have shown great
interest in it. Because of this we will be exploring how to keep
warm in winter, looking for winter features in the environment and
looking at patterns we can find around us.
Our starting point will be :











Talk about the snow—How does it feel? How it looks? How it
changes e.g. freezes more to ice or melts to water and what
can make it melt.
Continue to develop the children's cutting skills by having a go
at cutting chunks and shapes out of circular paper to recreate
snowflakes then painting / drawing patterns on them.
Making snowmen—building them outside or being creative—
paint snowmen, make models. Have a go at the 5 little
snowmen fat rhyme map—(see next attachment on email)
Then look at what keeps us warm in winter— Talk about the
clothes we might wear and how the house is kept warm.
The Old Man’s Mitten—We will be reading this story the
following it up with activities including—draw a pair of mittens.
Talk about different patterns—spots, zigzags, stripes etc and
see if your child can recreate any of these patterns on the
mittens using drawing or painting equipment, collage or
printing tools. You could then find, draw or recreate using
teddies the characters in the story and hide them in the
garden or around the house for the children to find.
Below is the link for the story copy it and paste it into your
search engine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TD7ko7DwbRg
Enjoy and stay safe from Karen, Sarah and Catherine.
PTO

Please email 1 or 2 pictures of your leaning from this
week to:
karen.bleasdale@rockwood.lancs.sch.uk
A short write-up of what your child managed to do
would also help us to continue to monitor their
progress.
Thank you.

